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Retrieving definitional content for ontology development
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Abstract

Ontology construction requires an understanding of the meaning and usage of its encoded concepts. While definitions found in dictionaries
or glossaries may be adequate for many concepts, the actual usage in expert writing could be a better source of information for many others. The
goal of this paper is to describe an automated procedure for finding definitional content in expert writing. The approach uses machine learning
on phrasal features to learn when sentences in a book contain definitional content, as determined by their similarity to glossary definitions
provided in the same book. The end result is not a concise definition of a given concept, but for each sentence, a predicted probability that
it contains information relevant to a definition. The approach is evaluated automatically for terms with explicit definitions, and manually for
terms with no available definition.
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. Introduction

An ontology can be defined as “a specification of a vocabu-
ary for a shared domain of discourse—definitions of classes,
elations, functions, and other objects”(Gruber, 1993). On-
ology development crosses the bridge from semantic human
nowledge to some form of formal specification. An ontol-
gy developer must therefore understand the meanings and
uances of the specified terms. While many terms are “stock”,
nd adequate definitions can be found in various dictionar-

es and glossaries, a developer may need to consult domain
xperts for actual usages that depart from dictionary defini-
ions, or contain terms that are new, not found in dictionaries,
r whose definitions are evolving. One source of domain ex-
ertise consists of electronic collections of academic and sci-
ntific writing. With the proper tools, an ontology developer
ould access this expertise, without being required to read
nd understand all of it. The goal of this paper is to demon-
trate an approach to searching a database of textbooks on
olecular biology and medicine which is able to find pas-
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sages containing information relevant to the definition
usage of a given term.

Other approaches have been described for finding
nitions that might be especially useful for ontology deve
ment. The DefScriber system(Blair-Goldensohn et al., 200
achieves high precision in answering definitional quest
“what isX?” by finding genus–species statements, like “X is
a type ofY with propertiesZ”. Their system used machi
learning to first identify nonspecific definitional sentences
ing word frequency, punctuation, and bag-of-words featu
Then, manually constructed, high precision, parse pat
were applied to match specific genus–species type sent
In DEFINDER(Klavans and Muresan, 2000), a set of manu
ally written rules or patterns are used to find expressions
are commonly used by authors to give definitions. Sinc
author’s intent to provide a definition is usually not ambi
ous, this approach, like DefScriber, has high precision.

For the TREC 2003 competition in question answer
Hildebrandt et al. (2004)report on a system they develop
to answer definitional questions from the AQUAINT corp
They first developed by hand 11 surface patterns like
be found in definitional material. These were used to
compile definitional “nuggets” (fragments of text contain
ilbur@ncbi.nlm.nih.gov (W.J. Wilbur). definition-like material) in the AQUAINT database. Given a
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term for which a definition was sought they looked for pre-
compiled nuggets as answers. They also consulted the Mer-
riam Webster online dictionary and if the term was found they
then took its definition and rated material from the AQUAINT
database for similarity to the dictionary definition. These ap-
proaches gave the highest precision results when success-
ful. If they failed, then straight information retrieval in the
AQUAINT database based on the query was a last resort.
Questions related to identifying famous persons seem to have
played a large role in this work and some of the patterns were
influenced by this emphasis.

One drawback with the approaches of DefScriber and
DEFINDER is that they cannot find the definition of a term
if no author has given it an explicit definition. Our approach
attempts to remedy this in two ways. Instead of focusing on
“definitional sentences” written intentionally to give a def-
inition, our approach is to focus on “definitional content”,
that is, sentences that contain some of the content of a def-
inition, without necessarily being written with the intent of
giving a definition. We also use patterns of language to de-
tect definitional content, but use machine learning to discover
these patterns and their relative importance. A total of 3000
phrases were explored and 847 of them were found to have a
statistically significant association with definitional content
(p < 0.01). The work ofHildebrandt et al. (2004)is related to
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sentences, and sentences into tokens. Each sentence was as-
signed an identifier that coded the book, chapter number,
paragraph number within the chapter, and sentence number
within the paragraph. Each sentence, as a sequence of tokens
(its parts-of-speech were not used) constitutes an instance in
the corpus. There were 65 664 total instances from all books.

2.2. Positive instances

A positive instance in the corpus is intended to be a sen-
tence (instance) containing maximal definitional content rel-
evant to a given term. There is no automated procedure that
can perfectly measure the amount of definitional content in
a sentence relevant to a term; the best available solution is
to use human judgment. But this would require an expert
to judge and rank every sentence in a book as to its defini-
tional content for every term, and this is clearly infeasible. We
therefore implemented an approximate automated procedure
for selecting positive instances, described in this section, and
compared it with human judgments for a sample of terms.

For each glossary head term (the phrase to be defined),
at most one sentence (instance) was selected from the cor-
responding book and designated as a positive instance for
that term in that book. To do this, the glossaries (head terms
and definitions separately) were first tokenized by MedPost.
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I st of
ur work in focusing on definitional content rather than
al definitions, but differs in using hand coded rules wh

eem to be aimed at information found in the news me
he remainder of this paper describes our approach an
esults that were obtained.

. Instances and features of the corpus

In this section, the preparation of the text corpus u
n training and evaluation is described. The paramete

achine learning are delineated, including the instance
etermination of positive instances, and the features use
aive Bayes classification(Langley, 1996).

.1. Instances

The instances of the corpus consist of all sentences
collection of textbooks. The NCBI provides public sea

ccess(NCBI, 2004)to several textbooks in molecular bi
gy and medicine. Many of these textbooks have exte
lossaries, set apart in their electronic versions. Eight b
ere selected to form a combined corpus for this rese

Brown, 2002; Cooper, 2000; Griffiths et al., 1999; Jane
t al., 2001; Lodish et al., 1999; Sachs and Brenner, 2
trachan and Read, 1999; Varki et al., 1999). The electroni
ersions contain markup that delineate the chapters, sec
nd paragraphs, as well as the glossaries. Each glossa

ry consists of a head term and a definition. To prepare
orpus, the text was processed by the MedPost part of s
agger(Smith et al., 2004)which segmented paragraphs i
,
-

“stemmed” substring search for each glossary head
as then performed over the sentences of the correspo
ook, where all words are first stemmed using the Porter s
er (Porter, 1980). The matching sentences for a gloss

erm were then compared with the text of the correspon
lossary definition to obtain the similarity measure descr
elow. The sentence with the largest similarity measure

aken as a positive instance for the corresponding term. T
ere 3200 glossary entries whose head terms occurred a
nce in the text of the same book, which gave rise to an e
umber of positive instances.

The similarity measure is intended to measure the am
f conceptual overlap between a sentence and a defin
wo similarity measures were considered, both based o
ords in common between the sentence and definition (w
ere compared after stemming). Theword count similarity
easure(WCSM) counted the number of matching wor
nd theinverse frequencysimilaritymeasure(IFSM) summed

he inverse frequency weights for each matching word.
nverse frequency for a word is defined analogous to inv
ocument frequency(Salton, 1998)as log(G/m), whereG

s the number of entries in the glossary andm is the numbe
f times that the stemmed word occurs in the glossary.

FSM assigns low weight to frequently occurring words
hese tend to be non-content bearing words.

To evaluate whether the resulting sentences had d
ional content, 10 glossary terms were randomly sele
rom each book for a total of 80 evaluations. The definit
ere then compared with the selected sentence, and th
ept overlap was graded subjectively using a scale of
n this scale, a value of 1 was used to indicate that mo
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Table 1
Some glossary terms with their definitions, WCSM and IFSM sentences, and grade

Term Grade Definition/WCSM/IFSM

Antiport The transport of two molecules in opposite directions across a membrane
WCSM 1 Active transport can also take place by antiport, in which two molecules are transported in

opposite directions (Fig. 12.33)
IFSM 1 Same

Haploid A nucleus that has a single copy of each chromosome
WCSM 3 Meiosis occurs only in reproductive cells, and results in a diploid cell giving rise to four

haploid gametes, each of which can subsequently fuse with a gamete of the opposite sex
during sexual reproduction

IFSM 3 The fact that meiosis results in four haploid cells whereas mitosis gives rise to two diploid
cells is easy to explain: meiosis involves two nuclear divisions, one after the other, whereas
mitosis is just a single nuclear division

Extracellular matrix A complex array of secreted molecules including glycoproteins, proteoglycans, and/or
polysaccharides and structural proteins. In plants, the extracellular matrix is also referred
to as the cell wall

WCSM 5 This protein is found on Schwann cell membranes and links another membrane protein,
beta-dystroglycan, to laminin in the extracellular matrix

IFSM 3 A discussion of plant glycobiology must start with a description of the structure and function
of the cell wall or extracellular matrix

The grade is subjectively assigned 1 through 5 with 1 having all essential content and 5 having no content.

the definition is implied by the sentence and a 5 toindicate
a complete absence of implication (additional information in
the sentence was not considered negative). The two meth-
ods resulted in the same sentence selection in 60 of the 80
terms. In the 20 terms that differed, 7 were judged to have
the same amount of content, in 9 of the glossary terms the
IFSM sentence was judged to have more content, and in 4
glossary terms the WCSM was judged to have more content.
The WCSM resulted in 5 of the sampled terms with no def-
initional content and the IFSM resulted in 4. Examples of
the sampled terms and their evaluation are shown inTable 1.
This evaluation was not exhaustive, but it does suggest that
the IFSM may perform better than simple word counting. The
IFSM also has the advantage of generating few ties in the se-
lection process, whereas word counting frequently results in
ties. For these reasons, the IFSM method was used to select
definitional content.

2.3. Features

Each instance in the corpus was associated with a number
of binary features, derived from the instance, that is, the words
of the sentence. A preliminary study showed that features
based on common phrases involving frequently occurring
words (less frequent words replaced by underscore tokens)
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method, each sentence was first searched for its correspond-
ing glossary head term after stemming. The matching tokens
were then replaced with a single token, “NPT”. Afterwards,
the common words were retained and uncommon words re-
duced to underscore; and again, the 3000 most frequent sub-
phrases were retained as features.

To determine the features that apply to a given sentence,
it is processed the same as described above and each fea-
ture phrase that occurs in the resulting sentence (from the
corresponding labeled or unlabeled set) is taken to be a fea-
ture. To determine the features that apply to a sentence using
the labeled method, a term of interest must be specified in
advance. If the stemmed phrase occurs in the sentence, the
matching tokens are replaced with NPT before determining
which feature phrases are contained in the sentence.

3. Results

The two methods of selecting features, labeled and unla-
beled phrases, were compared by training on a subset of the
corpus and testing on the complement and by using a form of
cross-validation. For each glossary term which occurred in
at least 10 sentences (there were 1233 of these), both meth-
ods were trained on all sentences that excluded the stemmed
g used
t t one
p term
a erage
r rded
f et,
a
r over
a 3193
ould perform better than single words, stemmed word
arts of speech. The phrases were selected and app

wo ways, which we calllabeledandunlabeled.To begin, the
000 words that occurred most often in the positive sente
ere retained and remaining words were replaced with a
erscore (consecutive replaced words were replaced w
ingle underscore). In the unlabeled method, all of the
hrases from these sentences were tallied and the 300
ccurred most often were retained as features. In the la
t

lossary term. The trained feature weights were then
o rank the held-out sentences, which contained at leas
ositive instance, but could contain more than one if a
ppeared in the glossary of more than one book. The av
elative rank (ARR) of the positive sentences was reco
or each term. If there aren sentences in the held-out s
nd a positive sentence occurs with rankr, thenr/n is the
elative rank of that sentence. The mean of the ARR
ll 1233 terms was 0.2846 for labeled features and 0.
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Table 2
Average rank of sentences judged to have definitional content in the top 10
sentences ranked using naive Bayes classification with labeled and unlabeled
phrases as features

Term Labeled ARR Unlabeled ARR

Gpi 0.49 0.2
Iddm 0.25 0.18
Mag 0.18 0.34
Muscle 0.26 0.27
Myelin 0.34 0.38
Parasegment 0.24 0.28
Polymerase 0.29 0.29
Ret 0.48 0.46
Splice site 0.17 0.35
Tryptophan 0.16 0.15

0.286 0.290

for unlabeled features. The labeled features performed bet-
ter 651 times, the unlabeled features 379 times and the two
feature sets performed the same 203 times. This difference is
highly statistically significant in favor of the labeled features,
as determined using the sign test(Larson, 1982)assuming an
equal probability null hypothesis.

The two methods were also compared manually. For each
of 10 selected terms, a selection of sentences were presented
to a knowledgeable reader who identified those sentences
containing relevant definitional content for the corresponding
term. The terms were selected using the results of the textbook
project(NCBI, 2004)based on a statistical test for a term to be
associated with a concept discussed specifically in sections in
the book (as opposed to occurring randomly throughout the
book). The highest scoring terms that did not appear in any
of the glossaries were selected. The sentences that were se-
lected for each term consisted in the top 10 sentences ranked
by the labeled method and the top 10 ranked by the unla-
beled method, and then combined and placed in a random
order. The average rank of the marked sentences for the two
methods were compared, with results summarized inTable
2. This comparison did not show a statistically significant ad-
vantage for the labeled method, but the tendency was in that
direction.

The effectiveness of the ranking algorithm for the labeled
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Table 3
Fifteen random terms not found in any glossary, and the number of sentences
judged to have definitional content in the top 10 and bottom 10 as ranked by
naive Bayes classification with labeled phrases as features

Term Top 10 Bottom 10 No. of sentences

Bicoid 7 6 38
Cancer cells 3 4 135
Cyclin b 5 2 73
Deltag 4 3 49
Diabetes 3 1 57
Glycogenin 6 1 17
Mendel 6 1 135
Mitochondrial DNA 3 2 47
Mother cell 5 0 21
Profilin 8 3 27
Psii 6 3 40
Srp 8 3 28
Sxl 8 6 43
Twins 3 0 72
Vkappa 7 6 20

82 41

twice the number with definitional content than the bottom
10 (82 versus 41).

4. Discussion

The use of machine learning to compute weights for
phrases generalizes the approach of manually enumerating
linguistic patterns of expression associated with making defi-
nitions. For the labeled method, we investigated 3000 phrases
which were the most frequent phrases in the positive sen-
tences (sentences in the text most similar to the glossary defi-
nition). For the unlabeled method, we also investigated 3000
phrases which were the most frequent phrases in the posi-
tive sentences. The two methods yielded somewhat different
sets of phrases because 184 of the phrases in the labeled
method included the term label (NPT). In order to examine
the significance of the 3000 phrases in each case, we formed
a 2× 2 contingency table based on positive or negative sen-
tences versus presence or absence of the phrase and aχ2-test
was applied. There were 847 labeled phrases and 1147 unla-
beled phrases found to be statistically significant (p < 0.01)
in correlating with definitional content.

Of the 3000 phrases used as features in the labeled case,
only 539 had weakly negative Bayesian weights. The most
n
m
p
t them,
a olve
t ng
d ll un-
d rning
f re-
f ntext
o

ethod was evaluated manually. The goal of this evalu
s to determine if sentences with high rank were more li
o contain definitional sentences than those with low r
n additional 15 terms were chosen as in the previous
raph, and the top and bottom 10 sentences (as rank

he labeled method) were placed in random order and
ented to a knowledgeable reader who again identified
entences containing relevant definitional content for the
esponding term. The number of identified sentences in
roup is shown inTable 3. The difference between the tw
roups (top and bottom) were statistically significant c
ared to random sentence ranking. The top 10 ranked

ences contained more definitional content than the bo
0 in 14 terms out of 15, and the opposite in one case.

hermore, the top 10 sentences from the 15 terms cont
egative weight phrase was the single wordstudiesand the
ost positive weight phrase wasis the NPT which. The
hrases with largest positive weights are shown inTable 4,

ogether with some representative sentences containing
nd the corresponding term. Note how most of these inv

he word “called” which is a preferred word for indicati
efinition. The other phrases are less predictable, but sti
erstandable, illustrating the advantage of machine lea

or this task. Also note how all of these phrases explicitly
er to NPT, and are therefore related to the immediate co
f the term.
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Table 4
Some positive weight phrases from labeled features, with examples sentences quoted from the textbooks used in this study (see Section 2.1) – all sentences had
an overall positive Bayes score for the corresponding term, which appears in bold

Phrase Sentence

is the NPT which The most common measure of variation around the center is thevariance, whichis defined as the average squared
deviation of the observations from the mean, or. . .formula. . .

called an NPT In general, external and internal surfaces of tissues and organs are covered by a layer of epithelial cells
called anepithelium (Fig. 6-4)

called the NPT This protein, called themannan-bindinglectin (MBL), is a collectin, like C1q
is the NPT A typicalE. coliexample is thelactoseoperon, the first operon to be discovered (Jacob and Monod, 1961), which

contains three genes involved in conversion of the disaccharide sugar lactose into its monosaccharide units—
glucose and galactose (Fig. 2.20A)

are called NPT Most protein kinases phosphorylate either serine and threonine or tyrosine residues: these enzymes
are calledprotein-serine/threoninekinasesor protein-tyrosine kinases, respectively

These sentences all had positive Bayes score for the corresponding term.

The unlabeled features also consist of mostly positive
weights, 447 of 3000 had negative weight with the most neg-
atively weighted phrase being the single wordstudiesas in
the labeled case. The unlabeled phrases with largest posi-
tive weight wereprocess called, a process called, process
called, often called, called an, called or , called or,
also called, is defined, anda form of. These also are clearly
understandable as being correlated to definitions, and also
show the tendency to use the wordcalled when making a
definition. The main difference between the labeled and un-
labeled phrases is that all of the highest weight phrases in the
labeled case involve the label NPT itself, whereas the unla-
beled phrases are nonspecific. In other words, the unlabeled
features are able to find and rank definitional content, but
without term specificity.

The lack of specificity of the unlabeled method will lead
it to rank sentences with definitional content, regardless of
the term to which the content relates. Despite the nonspecific
nature of the unlabeled phrases, there are still circumstances
where the unlabeled method could be better able to rank def-
initional content for a term than the labeled method. For ex-
ample, where a term of interest is referenced anaphorically
or elliptically, definitional content may be found at a distance
from the explicit reference.
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can be usefully combined with this approach to improve
results.
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